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Agenda

• Differences between online and face to face

• Maximizing interest and interaction

• Setting boundaries on communication

• Adjusting your attitude and expectations



Differences between Online Teaching and
Face to Face Teaching



You will rely on different technology.
Traditional Online
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You will see your students in a different way.
Traditional Online
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Empty space will seem larger.

Note 1: This is not a display error.

Note 2: Your sound did not cut out.



Long, boring lectures will seem longer.



Maximizing interest and interaction



Separate content into digestible “chunks”.

Before
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After

(604) 822 - 2211

Miller, G. A. (1956). The magical number seven, plus or minus two: Some limits on our capacity for processing information. 
Psychological Review, 63(2): 81–97.



Align content and activities with objectives.

Faculty 
Objectives

Program 
Outcomes

Course 
Outcomes

Module 
Objectives

Learning 
Material

Videos Lecture 
Slides

Learning 
Activities

Online 
Discussions

Breakout 
Sessions

Assessments

Assignments Quizzes



Use web conference polling and breakouts.
Polling Breakout Rooms



Use the Canvas tools you never used before.



Encourage interaction outside the lecture.
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Upload profile pictures.
Zoom Canvas
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Your ideas for increasing student attention:



How much is too much?

Setting boundaries on communication



Establishing a communication policy

How will you communicate with 
students?

How should students communicate 
with you?



Reducing email

• When should students email you?

• When should students email your TA?

• How long should students wait for a response?

• Will you answer emails in the evening or on weekends?



Adjusting your attitude and expectations



Expect that things will go wrong.
Typical Issues

• Audio not working
• Audio unclear or cuts out 

intermittently
• Video not working
• Web conferencing system down
• Internet goes down
• Student equipment failures
• Forgot how to do something

Backup Plans

• Don’t panic
• Breathe
• Take note of call-in number and PIN
• Call into session with your phone
• Prepare Moderator to take over
• Prepare alternative activity
• Inform students of backup plans
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Change your perception of online teaching.

Face 
to 

Face
Online



Tell us what YOU need help with…
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